Thiagu's Blog Global Market Outlook- 10 Feb 21
Buy everything other than Dollar mindset -contradiction with the fundamentals but this market is
known to be disconnected with fundamentals for long .While growth, inflation, politics, policies
as well as rates continue to stay supportive of Dollar , the accelerating interest in alternative assets
is the sole factor driving USD lower.
Tesla buying Bitcoin is a case of bubbles being joined at the hip. As WSJ points out, this is
reminiscent of that other “pioneer” in the auto industry a century ago, Williams Durant, and his illfated attempt to play the market at the bubble peak in 1929.
Commodity currencies did not perform nearly as well as majors, partly because commodity prices
also became less one-sided, along with stocks and even some slowing of Bitcoin advance. (
Reddit posts sow seeds of doubt ?)
Positive U.S. data continues : job openings climb in Dec - small businesses desperate for workers
.Today's CPI and speeches from Lagarde and Powell to have impact .
Dollar index closes below 21 dma @ 90.62 - disappointing for upside .90.40, 50% of the 2021
rise and 90.12 -61.8% retrace are strong supports.Close above 90.86-88, 10 and 5 dmas to end
downside bias.
EUR/USD's three-day rally broke above 10-dma yesterday -also pierced 21 dma - caution.
Neutral at this level rather than chasing the rally .The Jan. 22 B-wave high at 1.2190 looks pivotal
ahead of January's 1.2349 trend high.
Jan M2 money supply +9.4% y/y, vs exp +10%.Credit growth declines -reining in financial risks
? US continues to harden stance on China trade.Biden's budget director says China didn't uphold
its end of deal.May provide backstop for USD/CNH before 6.4000 barrier.Authorities too likely to
set the tone straight before week-long break.
Sterling resilient sofar in 2021 on speedy vaccine rollout.But concerns on Brexit implementation
problems surrounding the Irish border.Scene is set for showdown.But monthly moving averages
heading north with blue sky on the charts until 1.4303, 50% of the 2014-2020 fall (above 1.3770)
USDJPY fell to 50% Fibo - 103.33-105.765- rise at 104.55 and raises questions about its ability
to build on Jan reversal above pandemic downtrend line. GPIF appears to be at 104.50 and trail
lower.
USDINR to stay in 72.85 73.00 range as usual and expecting that elusive test of 73.00 .For
academic interest, Brent looks exceeding 62.23 objective in this move into 65.65 -2020 high some concern should surface somewhere ?

